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Biden's Priorities: Hit the Ground Sprinting

Fiscal stimulus

• Additional pandemic relief & green 

infrastructure package

Tax hikes

• Entails a 5% hit to 2022 EPS (8% for big tech)

Regulation is back

• Energy, environment, consumer finance, 

big tech

Positive impact

• Clean energy, EVs, exporters, infrastructure

Negative impact

• Auto, oil & gas, defense, tariff beneficiaries 

(e.g., steel, aluminum), consumer finance

 Stimulus payments ($1,400 rebates) 465

 UI supplement ($400/wk thru Sept) 350

 State & local govt 350

 Schools & colleges 170

 COVID: Vaccines, testing 160

 Child care & child tax credit 160

 Small business 40

 Housing 35

 Public transit 20

 Minimum wage ($15/hr) 0

 Paid leave & other 150

Total 1,900

Biden’s $1.9 tn proposal

(consensus $1.1 tn passed)

Source:  buildbackbetter.gov

Total (USD bn)
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Labor Market: Slow Recovery, Especially in Services

Services employment:

Still 10 mn jobs below trend

Hospitality employment:

Remains 24% below pre-COVID level

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

COVID: An asymmetric shock

Worst hit sectors: The most social contact 

or budgets were cut

• Hospitality

• Retail

• Education

• Local govt

Transfers should be targeted to where the 

pain is
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Trade: China Policy Changes More in Rhetoric Than Reality

Trade imbalances: Bigger than ever

China’s imports from US in 2020:

Only 56% of what they committed to purchase

Source: Peterson Institute for International Economics

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners
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From 2H2021: Similar to Rebounding from a Natural Disaster

These U.S. projections are almost certainly wrong,

but provides a useful framework & base-case

Source: Gu, Y. COVID-19 projections using machine learning. https://covid19-projections.com. Accessed January 19, 2021.

Herd immunity

• Likely attained in the U.S. during May - July

o # of new infections declines precipitously from March

Three risks

• More contagious mutations

• Antibodies only last 6 - 12 months

• Botched vaccine launch

Could require annual immunizations (like flu) or booster shots

“All models are wrong, but some are useful.” – George Box

https://covid19-projections.com/
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Consumers Just Want to Have Fun: Flush with Cash
Personal income (boosted by policy)

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

Personal consumption expenditures

Cumulative $500 bn above trend

Cumulative $900 bn below trend

(mostly services)

Personal savings

Cumulative $1,400 bn above trend

With additional transfers coming, excess savings 

could grow $100 bn per month until late-Q2
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H2’s Spending Boom: Recreation, Travel, Hotels, Restaurants & Bars
Rebound: Focused on service sectors

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

Durable goods consumption: Already 

booming with low rates & solid incomes

Non-durable goods consumption

With return of social contact from 2H2021,

where will we see the rebound in spending?

Some sectors benefited from social distancing Consumption was hit hardest in 

activities with the most social contact

Reflation worries

• Not in durable or non-durable goods

• But in services (including medical)
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MMT: No Need to Worry, the Fed Will Pick-up the Tab

• Yellen and Powell: Tweedle-dee and Tweedle-dove

• Fed monetization: All the additional federal debt issued in 2020 (roughly $3tn or 15% of GDP)

• Debt limit: We’ve no idea where it is, until just after we hit it (and then it’s too late)

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

How high is the govt debt limit?

Is there an upper limit to Fed’s balance sheet?

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners
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Magic Money Tree: A Charitable Interpretation

Four conditions*

1) Inflation subdued

• Evidence suggests Philipps curve is very flat

2) Gov't debt limit is very high (200+% of GDP)

• Implies shadow value of fiscal space is low

• This condition is key: But unknowable

3) Below debt limit, r < g

• Fed ensures this: Financial repression

4) CB reserves pay interest: Money is debt

• CB can directly control

Risk: Sudden financial crisis, no policy levers
*Source: Jon Steinsson, Berkeley

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

Financial repression to ensure r < g:

Occurred UK post-WWII & Japan today

“There’s still a connection, but you need a 

microscope to find it.”

– Fed’s Powell on inflation and labor market, Jan 14

Covert vs Overt policy

• Yield Curve Control

• MMT

All major CBs already adopted this framework?
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Quantity Theory of Money: Dead or Just Resting?

Velocity: On a downward trend for decades (V = P*T / M)

• With QE4, velocity plummeted

Monetarists: If V normalizes as economy rebounds, P could soar (i.e., inflation)

• V didn’t recover following GFC: Because financial sector was hit so hard

Our take: Less worried about consumer price inflation than asset price inflation

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

Households own 56% of MMF assets

As economy rebounds, 

will investors put this money to work?

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

Upside risk: Velocity mean reverts,

causing liquidity-driven excesses?
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Equity Market: Earnings Growth vs Bond Yields

If interest rates stay at current level, then broad equity markets appear fairly-valued 

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners, NBER

Earnings growth

• Strong rebound expected

Valuations

• Fair, assuming lower for longer rates

Bond yields

• Consensus 1.3% by year-end, but could 

overshoot

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners, NBER

SPX: EPS with consensus forecasts

Consensus

2020: -16%

2021:   22%

2022:   17%

2023:     9%
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Pockets of Liquidity-driven Excess

Options volume has soared, reflecting 

speculative activity by retail investors

• Digital currencies, electric vehicles, …

Source: FINRA, Options Clearing Corporation, The Economist

Source: Bloomberg

Note: Special Purpose Acquisition Companies are formed strictly to raise capital via 

an IPO for the purpose of acquiring an existing company

Blank cheque companies raised more 

money in 2020 than traditional IPOs

Margin debt is also at a record high
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Downside Risk: Reflation, But Tech is Inherently Disinflationary

U.S. inflation: Quiescent for 25Y

and rarely above 2% during the last decade

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners, NBER

Bond yields: Consensus expects 1.3% by year-end, but could overshoot

• Speed of sell-off: Critical to Fed’s reaction

Inflation expectations: Have been well-anchored for decades now

• Core inflation is also tame in China (0.5%), Europe (0.2%), Japan (-0.4%) and the UK (1.1%)

o Inflation is now driven more by global forces than local factors

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners, NBER

Recent rise in yields:

Primarily driven by inflation expectations

Break-even already > 2%: Unlikely to go much higher 

Real yield is -1%: Averaged 0% since GFC
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Will Biden Take On the Tech Barons?

Defining feature of markets over past decade: 

The meteoric rise of digital platforms

Software has eaten the world: A majority of 

Americans now fear the sector has gotten too big, 

too powerful, too quickly. This sentiment holds 

across all demographic & political groups.

“Antitrust oxygenates the marketplace”

— Scott Galloway, NYU

“Are tech mergers fair or unfair?”

Suspicion of Big Tech acquisitions is bipartisan
“Do you believe the major digital

platforms have too much or too little power?”

The long antitrust winter is over: 

The number of cases declined 

precipitously with the rise of the Chicago 

school from the 1970s
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Tech Industry is Rife with Natural Monopolies

“It is better to buy than compete.”

—Mark Zuckerberg

“If the free market were a baseball 

game, Google positioned itself as the 

pitcher, the batter and the umpire.”

—Ken Paxton, Texas AG

“If we let Google continue its anti-

competitive ways, we will lose the next wave 

of innovators and Americans may never get 

to benefit from the ‘next Google’.”

—William Barr, U.S. AG

Has Google maintained its monopoly through

“exclusionary” or anticompetitive conduct?

Search engine market share worldwide

Facebook & its family of products claim 4 of the top 5 spots

Social media companies (monthly active persons, mn)
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Section 230: The Twenty-Six Words that Created the Internet 

“Facebook shouldn’t be the arbiter of truth 

of everything that people say online.”

—Mark Zuckerberg

“Software ate the world. So all the world’s

problems get expressed in software.

(We connected everyone, including the

bad people, and our bad instincts.)”

—Benedict Evans

“REVOKE 230!”

—@realDonaldTrump, May 29

(after a tweet was fact-checked)

Facebook’s removal of hate speech: Has risen tenfold

How much hate content Facebook

takes action on each quarter (mn posts)

Almost as distrusted as politicians

“How much do you trust social media companies?”
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

All Americans

Democrats

Independents

Republicans

A great deal (%) A fair amount (%) Not much (%) Not at all (%)

Source: Knight 2020

Source: transparency.facebook.com
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Regulation: The Digital Economy and It’s Complex Issues

“The final scope is unclear, but tech is 

becoming a regulated industry … Expect 

Google and Facebook to have armies of 

compliance people in 5 years - just like 

banks or telcos.”

—Benedict Evans

Creating a new agency is how govt has 

responded to all major technological 

advances over the last 150 years.

Few economists disagree with the need

for enhanced oversight of digital platforms

“Does the market dominance of tech giants warrant 

increased regulation or fundamental change

in antitrust?”

Elections have consequences:

A majority of Democrats support greater tech oversight

“Do you favor a major govt role to address

tech issues?”
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Tech Policy Will Change Under Biden, But Don’t Expect Revolution

Five initiatives possess 

bipartisan support

(1) More funding for the FTC and DoJ

(2) Changing the burden of proof

(3) Ensuring a level playing field

(4) Reform of Section 230

• More transparent moderation

• “Carveouts”

(5) Data privacy and portability rules

The most dynamic sector of the economy

• Antitrust: More of an opportunity than a threat

o Positive impact on competition & innovation

o Typically, shareholders benefit

• Mega-platforms to innovative single-product platforms

• Greater breadth in tech market leadership

o Emergence of entirely new sub-sectors

• Platforms: Majority of market cap by end-of-decade

The suits against Google have not dented its share price

Google’s share price vs SPX since first antitrust suit

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners. As of 1/19/2021

“Standard Oil was broken into its 

constituent parts, among them seven 

“majors,” … within a year, the value of 

what had been Standard Oil had 

doubled, and in several years, had 

increased five-fold.”

— Tim Wu, Columbia
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Vaccines: A Major Contributor to Public Health 

Source: Berninghausen et al 2011 and Bernstein analysis 

• Vaccination has greatly reduced the burden of infectious diseases. After clean water,

immunizations are likely the most cost-effective public health innovation, preventing 2-3 million

deaths per year according to the WHO.

• A Johns Hopkins study found that every dollar spent on childhood vaccines over a decade in 94

low- and middle-income countries produced a return on investment of $16 through savings on

treatment costs and productivity losses. When considering broader economic/social benefits, the

ROI was $44.
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Vaccines: Underlying Economics More Attractive than Perceived

• Vaccines estimated to be >$35 Bn market and growing high-single digits

▪ Industry operates under a largely stable value oligopoly, with appealing underlying economics, 

and in a strategically important healthcare area

▪ Vaccines business enjoys high barriers to entry due to its capital intensity as well as its 

complex manufacturing, supply chain, regulation, and IP 

Source: Company disclosure, Bernstein analysis and estimates
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COVID-19 Update: Global Daily New Cases

Source: Fundstrat, COVID-19 Tracking Project, Johns Hopkins CSSE, State Department of Health
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COVID-19 Update: Global Vaccinations Administered

Note: Data gathered from government websites, press conferences, public statements and Bloomberg interviews
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Investment Conclusions: Welcome to the Roaring Twenties

1.  Biden's Priorities: Hit the Ground Sprinting
• Fiscal stimulus: Additional pandemic relief & green infrastructure

• Tax hikes: Entails a 5% hit to 2022 EPS (8% for big tech)

• Regulation is back: Energy, environment, consumer finance, big tech

• Trade: China policy changes more in rhetoric than reality

2.  Sharp, Asymmetric Recovery from 2H2021: Consumers Just Want to Have Fun
• Supportive policy: Both fiscal & monetary, through 2022

• Consumers flush with cash: $1.4 tn of excess savings

• Rebound sectors: Recreation, healthcare, travel, hotels, restaurants & bars

3.  Magic Money Tree: No Need to Worry, the Fed will Pick up the Tab
• Yellen & Powell: Tweedle-dee & Tweedle-dove

• Fed monetization: Of all additional federal debt issued in 2020 (roughly $3tn)

• Debt limit: We’ll have no idea where it is, until just after we hit it

4.  Market Risks: Bond Yields are Key
• Valuations: Fair, assuming lower for longer interest rates

o Pockets of liquidity-driven excess

• Reflation risk: But tech is inherently disinflationary

• Bond yields: Consensus 1.3% by year-end, but could overshoot

As a result of the above points, we believe the best positioned companies are those that have 

a demonstrated ability to produce sustainable FCF and allocate that cash flow effectively 

between return of capital options and reinvestment/acquisition opportunities.
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Epoch Thought Leadership

RECENT PUBLICATIONS AND WHITE PAPERS

Winning at Active Management

Authored by three Epoch portfolio managers, 

the book examines the issues facing the 

investment management industry and 

explores the essential roles of culture, 

philosophy and technology.

“The Death of Dividends: 

Greatly Exaggerated"

The COVID-19 pandemic and its effect on the 

market has brought dividends to the top of many 

investor’s minds. Will dividend paying companies 

be able to sustain their payouts in the face of an 

economic slowdown? How will these pressures 

affect the outlook for dividends? 

“The Epoch Core Model: Our 

Proprietary Stock Model”
More than just our proprietary stock selection 

model, the Epoch Core Model (ECM) is a 

rules-based expression of Epoch’s free cash 

flow investment philosophy. Learn about its 

components and how it’s being used to 

enhance the firm’s investment processes 

across strategies.

“The Pandemic Accelerant: Digital 

Age Business Strategies”

The last six months have been profoundly 

transformational, with the COVID shock acting 

as an accelerant for the digitization of the 

economy. All companies will be acutely affected, 

although the biggest winners are platforms, with 

their economies of scale and low marginal costs.

“Will Biden Take On 

the Tech Barons?”

Both sides of the political spectrum have 

been increasing their calls for regulatory 

action on the Big Tech companies. Here 

we explore the current antitrust cases 

against some of these companies, 

including how past cases may offer 

insight into the future. 

Podcast – Actively Speaking
Our latest releases:

Oct. 23, 2020

The Economics of Vaccines

Sept. 11, 2020

The Pandemic Accelerant


